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GENRE:  Documentary
RUNTIME:  60 min
LANGUAGE:  Spanish
 
SYNOPSIS:  This documentary spotlights one of Canada’s most successful Latino artists. From 
writer to actor to activist, Carmen Aguirre is a second generation Chilean-Canadian with an incredible 
story to tell which she shared in her 2011 bestselling memoir: Something Fierce: Memoirs of A 
Revolutionary Daughter.  

Six-year-old Carmen Aguirre fled to Canada with her family following General Augusto Pinochet's 
violent 1973 coup in Chile. Five years later, when her mother and stepfather returned to South 
America as Chilean resistance members, Carmen and her sister went with them, quickly assuming 
double lives of their own. At 18, Carmen became a militant herself, plunging further into a world of 
terror, paranoia and euphoria. Today, Carmen lives in Vancouver and is a passionate advocate for 
social justice and community activism. 

COMPANION WEBSITE: A dedicated website in Spanish language will include exclusive online 
content, bonus interviews, archival photographs and videos that will engage and inform all viewers. 

 
 
 

 

AVAILABLE TERRITORIES:  Worldwide
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: All Media Rights 
Available
IN PRODUCTION:  Coming Winter 2018

 

CARMEN: 

La Hija Revolucionaria

1.
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GENRE:  Documentary
RUNTIME:  60 min
LANGUAGE:  Spanish 

SYNOPSIS:  Julian is a Colombian-born Canadian, a filmmaker, and a musician. He is also a self-
proclaimed advocate for people with intellectual disabilities. We follow Julian through a week in his 
life, working at his job at the Air Canada Centre, volunteering his time to help others as he faces the 
challenges associated with living with Down syndrome. Julian's story sheds light on people of 
diversity living with intellectual challenges in Canada. 

COMPANION WEBSITE: A dedicated website in Spanish language will include exclusive online 
content, bonus interviews, and videos that will engage and enlighten all viewers.

 
 

 

AVAILABLE TERRITORIES:  Worldwide
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: All Media Rights 
Available
IN PRODUCTION:  Coming Winter 2018

 

Julian: 

Inmigrante. Artista. Activista 
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GENRE:  Children’s/Youth TV
RUNTIME:  Season 1: 6 x 30 min
                     Season 2: 6 x 30 min
                     Season 3: 6x30mins
LANGUAGE:  Spanish 

TRAILER:                    | SCREENER: 
COMPANION WEBSITE:  ripleytv.ca

SYNOPSIS:  Follow the adventures of Ripley, a curious and fun-loving nomadic French bulldog 
who finds herself learning simple Spanish words as she interacts with characters she meets 
throughout her day. Young viewers will explore the world in all its wonder through the eyes of a 
puppy in this preschool series.

The second season of this live action Spanish language preschool series follows Ripley’s new  
adventures as she finds herself learning simple Spanish words through her daily interactions with a 
cast of colourful personalities and adorable children.

Season three features new faces and new places for Ripley to explore and includes a musical feature 
by a local Mexican Mariachi Band in each episode. 

COMPANION WEBSITE: A dedicated website in Spanish language will include exclusive online 
content, bonus interviews, games, photographs and videos that will engage and appeal to younger 
viewers.

 
 
 

 

AVAILABLE TERRITORIES:  Worldwide
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: All Media Rights 
Available
IN PRODUCTION:  Season 3 Coming 
Winter 2018

                              

That’s Amore

Season 1-3

3.
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GENRE:  Children’s/Youth TV
RUNTIME:  4 x 30 min
LANGUAGE:  Spanish 

SYNOPSIS:  The best recipes are usually handed down from one generation to the next.  In this 4 
part series intended for young Hispanic audiences, Abuelas (or ‘grandmothers’) reveal to aspiring 
young Latino chefs their secret traditional recipes.  As the dishes come to life, between the mixing, 
blending and food preparation, young viewers will learn about the culture, history and personal 
stories connected to each recipe. 

COMPANION WEBSITE: A dedicated website in Spanish language will include exclusive online 
content, bonus interviews, recipes, and videos that will engage and appeal to younger viewers.

 
 
 

 

AVAILABLE TERRITORIES:  Worldwide
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: All Media Rights 
Available
IN PRODUCTION:  Coming Winter 2018

 

En Cocina con l’Abuela 
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GENRE:  Documentary
RUNTIME:  60 min
LANGUAGE:  Spanish 

  
COMPANION WEBSITE:  comopez.ca

SYNOPSIS: This compelling documentary follows 6 families that have migrated from Latin America 
(Mexico, Chile, Venezuela, Cuba, El Salvador, and Colombia) to some of the most remote and coldest 
areas in Canada.   Be it for work, love or adventure, they now endure long winters and isolation. They 
have found, however, a way to cope with their new reality and make Canada home. Experience small-
town life in Kirkland Lake – Ontario, Fort McMurray – Alberta, St. Jérôme - Quebec and Fredericton - 
New Brunswick through the eyes of new Hispanic Canadians, and learn how they adapt to 
"Canadiana" while still keeping a small piece of home close to them.

COMPANION WEBSITE: An interactive website in Spanish language will expand the television 
viewer’s experience beyond the TV documentary. 

 
 

 

AVAILABLE TERRITORIES:  Worldwide
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: All Rights Available
PRODUCTION YEAR:   2017

 
 
 

 

TRAILER              |  SCREENER 
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GENRE:  Documentary
RUNTIME:  60 min
LANGUAGE:  Spanish 

COMPANION WEBSITE:   mayaenregina.ca

SYNOPSIS: From Saskatchewan to Guatemala, discover the connection between the 
indigenous beliefs of many Latin American Immigrants and the Canadian First Nations. Adjunct 
Professor, Global Chair at University of Regina, Leonzo Barreno, came to Canada in 1989 to study at 
the First Nations University of Canada. Join him on his personal journey from Guatemala to 
Saskatchewan to uncover the similarities between these two groups, how the Europeans 
influenced their lives, the importance of education for the new generation, the respect for elder 
leaders, and their deep bond with the land.  

   

AVAILABLE TERRITORIES:  Worldwide
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: All Rights Available
PRODUCTION YEAR:  2017

 
 
 

 

TRAILER              |  SCREENER 
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GENRE:  Documentary
RUNTIME:  60 min
LANGUAGE:  Spanish 

COMPANION WEBSITE:   salseros.tv

SYNOPSIS:  Salsomanos live by music and dance as Salsa is in their blood.  It is synonymous with 
immigration, with rebellion, with ties to the motherland.  It is a way to express inconformity through 
music and dancing.   Take a behind-the-scenes look at the lives of Salseros, every day Canadians who 
have made Salsa part of their daily lives.  

COMPANION WEBSITE:   This interactive website in Spanish language will provide users with 
expanded online content and social media interconnectivity designed to engage, educate, entertain 
and inspire.  

 
 
 

 

AVAILABLE TERRITORIES:  Worldwide
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: All Rights Available
PRODUCTION YEAR:  2017

 

 

TRAILER              |  SCREENER 

7.
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GENRE:  Documentary
RUNTIME:  60 min
LANGUAGE:  Spanish 

COMPANION WEBSITE:   http://perseguidos.ca/

SYNOPSIS:  While many Hispanics have come to Canada to find a better life and future for 
their families, many others escaped terrifying situations and often, persecution.  Follow the lives of 
four individuals from Guatemala, Nicaragua, El Salvador and Chile who fled the violence and social 
unrest in their home countries as they adjust to new lives in Canada. Will they be able to  leave 
their pasts behind and start a new life in a new country?

COMPANION WEBSITE:  An rich and interactive website in Spanish language will expand the 
television viewer’s experience beyond the TV documentary. 

 
 
 

 

AVAILABLE TERRITORIES:  Worldwide
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: All Rights Available
PRODUCTION YEAR:  2017

 

 
 

 

TRAILER              |  SCREENER 
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GENRE:  Documentary
RUNTIME:  60 min
LANGUAGE:  Spanish 

COMPANION WEBSITE:  notodoelorobrilla.ca

SYNOPSIS: In January of 2013, a Canadian mining executive is kidnapped in Colombia by the 
National Liberation Army (ELN), one of the last active leftwing armed organizations in the western 
hemisphere. Similar kidnappings became commonplace, along with the incursion of paramilitary 
groups financed by dark sectors of the industry and social upheaval as international mining 
companies clashed with local communities. The conflict has sparked an intense debate highlighting 
the environmental and social impact of mining practices in the region, particularly when it comes to 
mining for gold. This investigative documentary provides an insightful look at Canadian mining 
practices in Colombia. Do Canada's actions help or hinder an already controversial industry around 
the world?

COMPANION WEBSITE: An interactive website in Spanish language will expand the 
television viewer’s experience beyond the TV documentary.  

 
 
 

 

AVAILABLE TERRITORIES:  Worldwide
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: All Rights Available
PRODUCTION YEAR:  2017 
 
 

 
TRAILER              |  SCREENER 
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GENRE:  Documentary
RUNTIME:  60 min
LANGUAGE:  Spanish 

SYNOPSIS: This documentary is the story of Ismael Cala, a man with a dream. Now an 
internationally best-selling author, sought-after motivational speaker, TV anchor, and host of his 
own prime time show "Cala" on CNN Español, Ismael's rise to the top of the US media and 
entertainment world has been nothing short of extraordinary. Born and raised in Cuba, Ismael's real 
big break came when he arrived in Canada. Today, he is quickly becoming the most successful 
Hispanic TV personality in the United States. And he says he owes it all to Canada.  Discover his 
personal journey which is an inspiration to Hispanic Canadians and a testimony of the power of 
human resilience.  

COMPANION WEBSITE: A dedicated and interactive website in Spanish language will provide 
viewers a connection to the many facets of Ismael and his work including social media links, books, 
webcasts and tour schedule.  It also has digitally re-mastered archival footage of Ismael's most 
relevant work in Canada with newly added interview segments from those who knew him best. 

AVAILABLE TERRITORIES:  Worldwide
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: All Rights Available
YEAR: 2018
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GENRE:  Drama
RUNTIME:  60 min
LANGUAGE:  Spanish 

SYNOPSIS:  This is a one hour drama in Spanish that features a man who has decided to 
commit suicide and the distractions and interruptions that detain his demise.

COMPANION WEBSITE:  This is a rich and substantial website in Spanish language will 
compliment the one hour TV drama.  Viewers/Users can access behind-the-scenes footage, 
expanded videos and a featured interview with writer/director, Jaime Escallon-Buraglia.

AVAILABLE TERRITORIES:  Worldwide
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: All Rights Available
IN PRODUCTION:   Coming Winter 2018

 
 
 

 

Mañana 
Cualquiera (Una) 

11.
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GENRE:  Documentary
RUNTIME:  60 min
LANGUAGE:  Spanish 

SYNOPSIS:  Explore the first Hispanic settlements in Canada, primarily, British Columbia and 
examine the impact of the Spanish culture in the local region.  As early as 1789, Spanish adventurers 
traveled up from the Caribbean to the Pacific North shores of Canada visiting the islands and 
peninsulas and claiming them for Spain. 

COMPANION WEBSITE:  A rich and interactive micro-site in Spanish language will 
complement the documentary and provide a value added component to the viewers of "Los 
Primeros Hispanos" before, during and after the broadcast. Users can access expanded interview 
segments, behind-the-scenes footage, maps, a virtual tour of the main expeditions by Spanish 
explorers and historical facts and photos not available on the TV documentary.

AVAILABLE TERRITORIES:  Worldwide
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: All Rights Available
YEAR: 2018

 
 
 

 

Los Primeros 
Hispanos 
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GENRE:  Documentary
RUNTIME:  60 min
LANGUAGE:  Spanish 

SYNOPSIS:  Enrique spends time in Mexico and Canada, where he explores his long process of 
self-discovery, the social attitudes he faced as a gay man, and his relationship with his mother, which 
still looms over Enrique’s understanding of his place in the world.

 
COMPANION WEBSITE:  A website in Spanish language will feature behind the scenes 
footage, expanded interviews and extra video content.  Users are also able to get some support tips 
from Enrique’s experience on how to come out of the closet to your parents. 

AVAILABLE TERRITORIES:  Worldwide
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: All Rights Available
IN PRODUCTION: Coming Winter 2018

 
 
 

 

180 
Grados 
Norte 

13.
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GENRE:  Documentary
RUNTIME:  60 min
LANGUAGE:  Spanish

SCREENER:  
COMPANION WEBSITE: http://yojuego.ca/

SYNOPSIS: Toronto 2015 “Juegos Panamericanos” was a defining moment for the Hispanic 
community in Canada,  a “tipping point” for Canadian and International recognition of an often 
overlooked ethno cultural community that is one of Canada’s fastest growing multicultural groups 
and the most spoken foreign language in Canada.  Follow every day Hispanic Canadians as they 
experience the Games each in their own personal way, and examine the highs and lows of the 
preparation, excitement and anticipation of this first international sports competition held in 
Toronto. 

AVAILABLE TERRITORIES:  Worldwide
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: All Rights Available
PRODUCTION YEAR:   2015
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GENRE:  Variety Show
RUNTIME:  60 min
LANGUAGE:  Spanish

SCREENER: 
COMPANION WEBSITE:   bienvenidosalulaworld.com

SYNOPSIS:  A behind the scenes look at one of Toronto’s annual music festivals showcasing local 
and international artists. Discover the depth and variety of the Latin and world music scene in 
Canada as The LulaWorld Festival, founded by Artistic Director Jose Ortega,  brings together music 
lovers at Toronto’s Lula Music and Arts Centre.

 

AVAILABLE TERRITORIES:  Worldwide
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: All Rights Available
PRODUCTION YEAR:   2014 
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GENRE:  Documentary
RUNTIME:  60 min
LANGUAGE:  Spanish

SCREENER:   
COMPANION WEBSITE:   bailando.ca

SYNOPSIS: Explore the popularity of Latin Music in Canada through a series of in-depth 
interviews with top Latin music personalities from the country Fito Blako, Jose Ortega, Caché, The 
Imbayakunas and Esmeralda Enrique. Bailando showcases how Latinos and Latinas are bringing 
personal experiences of immigration and cultural engagement to create a unique and popular music 
culture in Canada.

AVAILABLE TERRITORIES:  Worldwide
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: All Rights Available
PRODUCTION YEAR:   2014
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GENRE:  Documentary
RUNTIME:  60 min
LANGUAGE:  Spanish

TRAILER:               |  SCREENER: 
COMPANION WEBSITE:  nuestrahistoria.ca

SYNOPSIS: Nuestra Historia: Hispanos en Canada is the story of the Hispanic community in 
Canada. Through a series of personal reflections, this program traces the history, the growth and, 
ultimately, the success of Canada's fastest growing third language community, with a focus on 
personal stories and their common connection to Canada.  

AVAILABLE TERRITORIES:  Worldwide
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: All Rights Available
PRODUCTION YEAR:   2014
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GENRE:  Documentary
RUNTIME:  60 min
LANGUAGE:  Spanish

COMPANION WEBSITE:   loshombres.ca

SYNOPSIS:  This moving program places the spotlight on one of Canada's most vulnerable 
communities: migrant workers.  With the majority arriving from Mexico, Los Hombres Invisibles 
examines the challenges and personal journeys of Canada's “invisible men”.   

AVAILABLE TERRITORIES:  Worldwide
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: All Rights Available
PRODUCTION YEAR:   2014

 
 
 

 

TRAILER:              |  SCREENER:   
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GENRE:  Documentary
RUNTIME:  60 min
LANGUAGE:  Spanish
                        English

SCREENER: 

SYNOPSIS:  Explore the colourful sights and sounds of the beautiful island of Cuba, including the 
Habano (Cigar) culture. Cigars arrived in Cuba over 300 years ago and now they move the economy, 
defining the identity of this Caribbean island. From the tobacco fields to the Santeras. From 
Canadian night at the Cuban Cigar Festival to the hospitality of the people. Los habanos son 
cubanos.

AVAILABLE TERRITORIES:  Worldwide
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: All Rights Available
PRODUCTION YEAR:   2005
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